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THE EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

Following a Congressional mandate* to develop new and improved 
techniques and equipment to strengthen law enforcement and criminal 
justice, the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice under the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration of the 
Department of Justice established the Equipment Systems Improvement 
Program. The objectives of the Program are to determine the priority 
needs of the criminal justice cOiw.ihmity to help in its fight against 
crime, and to mobilize industry to satisfy these needs. A close 
working relationship is maintained with operating agencies of the 
criminal justice community by assigning systems analysts to work 
directly within the operational departments of police, courts and 
corrections to conduct studies related to their operational objec
tives. 

This document is a research report from this analytical effort. 
It is a product of studies performed by syste~$ analysts of the 
MITRE Corporation, a not-for-profit Federal Contract Research Center 
retained by the National Institute to assist in the definition of 
equipment priorities. It is one of a continuing series of reports 
to support the program decisions of the Institute relative to equip
ment development, equipment standardization and application guide
lines. Comments and recommendations for revision are invited. 
Suggestions should be addressed to the Director, Advanced Technology 
Division, National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, U. S. Department of 
Justice, Washington, D. C. 20530. 

Gerald M. Caplan, Director 
National Institute of Law 

Enforcement and Criminal Justice 

* Section 402(b) of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act 
of 1968, as amended. 
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ABSTRACT: 

:he ef~ectivene:s ?f police .38 caliber weanons in preventing an 
assa~lant _rom cont~nu~ng an attack is discussed -I=rom the Dolice 
vie~poiTlt. There are strong feelinp,s in the oolice cOfT!T!lunltv that a 
~ore effective weapon is needed to counteract· a risinp threat. There 
~s a~ adverse reaction on the part of the puhlic to more lethal weaoons 
lead~ng to the recommendation that alternative techniques he consid~red 
in addition to lethal weapons. 
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officials. Other approaches which may be alternatives or 

complementary are: 

protective body armor, 

training in the handling of aggre~sive suspects, 

trainil~g in when and how to shoot, and 

use of other incapacitating means (chemical sprays, batons, 
Judo, stun guns, etc.). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The .38 caliber service revolver is the weapon commonly employed 

by law t'mforcement agencies throughout the United States. There 

are serious feelings among police officers concerning the effectiveness 

of the .38 in preventing an assailant in the process of an attack 

from continuing that attack. We have been requested, by the NILECJ 

through our field sites, to investigate this matter. The requesting 

letters are included in Appendix I. 

The MITRE Police Field Site representatives were asked to provide 

relevant information from their host departments. This document is 

an analysis of the responses in conjunction with background data on 

weaponry and police injury statistics. The issues surrounding the 

use of lethal weapons (versus less lethal weapons) are presented 

but no value judgments are made. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

The characteristics most desired for a police weapon are: 

stopping power, 

penetration, 

reliability and ease of maintenance, and 

accuracy. 

Accuracy has purposely been placed last in the orde~ since it 

is more a function of the user than of the weapon itself. 

The characteristic of most concern to the officer is the 

stopping power (incapacitation capability) of the weapon-ammunition 

combination. The weapon is mainly employed in defense of his 

person, the defense of a citizen, or the apprehension of a fleeing 

suspect. It is in the defense of himself or another that the 

stopping power is of major concern. Most attacks take place at 

short range (less than 25 yards), and the purpose of firing the 

weapon is to so incapacitate the assailant that the threat of harm 

is eliminated. It is here that the question of the effectiveness 

of the .38 caliber weapon is raised. There are strong feelings in 

the police community that a .38 caliber weapon with steel-jacketed 

or ball ammunition does not provide the degree of incapacitation 

required to prevent the assailant from continuing the attack. Both 

·the more powerful weapon and hollow-point ammunition have been pro

posed to provide greater stopping power. 

Penetration is a measure of the depth to which a bullet is forced 

into any substance. This characteristic is mainly desired where a 

suspect is in an automobile or seeks protection behind a shield. In 

the case of automobiles, the objective of the weapon fire may be 

to disable the vehicle rather than to injure the s~spect. High 
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penetration is achieved with high muzzle velocity (powerful 

weapon) and jacketed bullets. 

Reliability and ease of maintenance combine to provide the 

desired weapon performance at the time it is needed. Most officers 

~ do not have ~ need to fire their weapons often in the line of duty; 

however, when they do fire, it is usually in a critical situation. 

The reliability requirement is obvious. Burdensome maintenance 

requirements would tend to make some officers less likely to provide 

the required service to their weapons. It is for reliability and 

ease of maintenance reasons that the majority of police weapons in 

use are revolvers ra.ther than automatics. 7he automatics fire more 

rapidly, with le$~ trigger pressure than revolvers, but in general, 

are considered less reliable and more difficult to maintain. 

3 

3. FIELD SITE FINDINGS 

The M:f':RE Police Field Site Representatives were asked to provide 

any relevant information from their host departments. It must be 

recognized, prior to this discussion, that in many areas the use of 

larger weapons and hollow-point ammunition (sometimes referred to 
" 

as dum-dums) is a sensitive public issue. Hollow-point ammunition 

usually causes greater body damage, and the wounds are much more 

difficult to repair surgically than the wounds from round-nosed 

bullets. The discussion becomes one of humanitarian, moral issues 

rather than a purely technical one. 

3.1 Los Angeles Field Site Response 

The Los Angeles Field Site representatives (Al Milbert and 

Jay Parness) responded with the official policy statement of the 

Department as issued in "The Chief's Message": 

AUTHORIZED A~l~ruNITION 

There have been qu..estions raised regarding a recent 
decision by the Board of Police Commissioners not 
to approve a hollow-point type ammunition for use 
in our seI~viee revQl vers. In reaching this 
decision, the Board acted on data compiled and 
evaluated by this Department during an extensive 
testing proceS8 of several types of commercially 
available ammunition. 

This is not to imply, however, that a decision was, 
or could be, rendered solely on the basis of 
technical data. In determining the proper type 
of ammunition, many social and moral factors must 
be considered. I am committed very strongly, as I 
believe a majority of our officers are, to the moral 
stand that no officer should attempt in any 
situation to deliberately take a human life. Our 
sole regard in firing a deadly weapon at a suspect 
must be to cause that suspect to cease his illegal 
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activity, which in most cases would be the 
endangering of the life or safety of the officer 
or other persons. 

During the study, two significant facts were 
developed. First, the testing of the currently 
authorized high-velocity ammunition revealed 
little or no evidence of it beiny ineffective 
for field situations. Secondly, after extensive 
review of the test data and results, cOl1lpetent 
medical authorities indicated that the hollow
point bullet caused greater body damage and the 
wounds were more difficult to surgically repair 
than a wound from the conventional round-nose 
bUllet. The severity of body damage is of 
paramount concern 'to us when we review the recent 
instances of officers being shot with their own 
revolvers, both by suspects and accidentally. 
Obviously the serious consequences of being 
shot by a more deadly type of round cannot be 
minimized. 

In view of the compiled facts and considerations, 
it appears appropriate then, at this time, to 
maintain our presently authorized high-velocity 
ammunition. You may be assured, however 5 that 
this Department will continue to re-evaluate 
our field experience in its attempt to provide 
officers with the best possible equipment, con
sistent with the law and Department policy. 

Any factory-loaded, round-nose ammunition with a 
muzzle velocity less than 1,000 feet per second 
is approved for use in service revolvers. 

They also provided a survey of Southern California law enfoy.'ce

ment agencies with fifty or more sworn personnel on their authorized 

use of hollow-point ammunition. This survey is included in Appendix 

II. It shows that many of the smaller departments, in that region 

of the country, are authorized to use hollow-point ammunition (52 

out of 72 responding agencies). 
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3.2 Indianapolis Field Site Response 

Dr. Robert Pfefferkorn, the Indianapolis Police Department (IPD) 

Field Site Representative, provided the following report which is 

reproduced verbatum: 

The standard issue IPD handgun is the .38 caliber four inch 

model 15, Smith and Wesson. The local community is against the use 

of hollow-point ammunition and its use is not permitted by IPD. The 

department is authorized to use operationally only 158 grain, round 

nose, lead ammunition. 

This weight standard has been agreed to in cooperation with local 

hospitals to aid them in determining w0ether all lead has been 

removed during a bullet removal operation. 

The IPl) rules and rl?gulations authorize a policeman to fire his 

weapon in defense of his life or the life of another, in apprehension 

of escaping known felons, or in destroying animals. It is recognized 

that the standard weapon and load are over-sufficient for some uses 

and under-sufficient for others. Nevertheless, on the average, IPD 

believes these standards to be the best available choices for 

application in a city like Indianapolis (population over 500,000). 

In this environment, most firings occur within a 0-25 yard range; the 

average is about 7 yards. For applications involving less population 

density and longer ranges, lighter, higher velocity ammunition and 

weapons better designed for use of such ammunition might be a better 

choice. 

Realistic evaluation of the end-effects of ammunition to reach 

conclusions concerning applicability for police operations is regarded 

to be a very difficult task. There is probably no optimum solution 
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because of the Hidely varying environmental circumstances under which 

police need to use their weapons. There is continuing controversy 

concerning the incapacitation effects of slower-heavier versus faster 

and lighter ammunition, with modern thinking favoring the latter. The 

case for either is difficult to establish since incapacitation effects 

are largely a result of fortuitous circumstances, e.g., impact location, 

velocity at entry, entry angle~ impediments encountered as the bullet 

passes through the body, and nervous system and vital organ damage. 

In view of these considerations, carefully researched case histories 

of the circumstances surrounding and the end-effects resulting from 

the use of various kinds of ammunition at various locations might 

provide useful information to augment findings from laboratory tests. 

Officials at IPD believe that the selection of the most appro

priate weapon and load is a third-order problem. The primary 

problem is one of training policemen in when tQ shoot and, secondarily, 

in how to shoot. If policemen only shoot their weapons when 

necessary to defend life or to apprehend known felons, then the public 

is more likely to accept the use of whatever ammunition is proved 

best for incapacitating the law breaker. If policemen hit their 

targets appropriately, the danger of injuring innocent parties is 

lessened considerably. 

3.3 Michigan State Police Field Site ReSDonse 

David Cox and John Bard, the Michigan State Police (MSP) Field 

Site Representatives interviewed Sgt. Bernard Schrader of that 

organization aud submitted the following report: 

Sgt. Schrader was identified by Michigan State Police personnel 

as the most experienced person concerning • :38 caliber weapons. The 

.38 special is the MSP service revolver (i.e., the revolver required 

7 

to be carried in the uniform holster). A. 357 ~1agnum can be carr-ied 

in place of the .38 special with permission of the local post commander. 

Sgt. Schrader's unit has the responsibility of assisting in firearm 

training for the trooper academy and the maintenance of firearms. In 

this responsibility, Sgt. Schrader has considerable experience with 

the d'aily operations of ~SP troopers with firearms. 

Based upon the discussion with Sgt. Schrader, several points can 

be made concerning I1SP experience with the .38 special relative to 

the statements in the LWL letter: 

1. Accuracy in hitting target (critical areas) is more important 

in achieving incapacitation than increased bullet velocity. 

2. Increasing bullet velocity and/or mass decreases accuracy 
~ 

because of mental and physical affects on officers (e.g., greater 

recoil, sound, and flash). A more powerful revolver (e.g., the .357 

Magnum) which provides this performance res.ults in problems during 

training and stilisequent field duties for some troopers. The greater 

recoil has two effects: (1) the mental reaction of the person which 

tends to decrease his accuracy, and (2) the physical movement of the 

revolver such that rapid fire performance is decreased (accuracy and 

speed). Sgt. Schrader is of the opinion that movement of the revolver 

due to recoil during the instant of firing does not affect accuracy 

(i.e., the bullet has left the g~~ barrel before recoil movement). 

He was not aware of any experimental data which quantifies this effect. 

3. The .38 special incapacitation effectiven~ss problem can be 

solved by changing to hollow-point bullets (MSP policy presently 

prohibits use of hOllow-point bullets). A test program is being 

planned by Sgt. Schrader to determine the comparative penetration 

effectiveness of the .38 caliber round-nose (1050 fps) and hollow

point (1350 fps) bullets. 
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4. Penetration ability is· important to l1SP because of required. 

firings at occupants in automobiles (MSP uses .38 caliber round-nose 

1050 fps bullets). This requh·ement precludes the use of tumbling 

bullets or low velocity bullets. 

3.4 Columbus Field Site Resp~ 

The Columbus, Georgia,Police Department Field Site RepresentRtives, 

Larry Gunn and Tom Bercal,conducted a limited survey of officers at 

their site to determine the weapons and ammunition used and the 

officers' preferences. A copy of the questionnaire is included in 

Appendix III. The results summarized are: 

70 percent (14) use .38 caliber weapons, 

60 percent (12). are standard issue, 

75 percent (9 out of 12) of those using standard issue 
we .Ipons would prefer the .357 Hagnum, 

30 percent (6) use .357 l1agnums, 

30 percent (6) respondents use hollow-point ammunition, 
and 

20 percent (2 out of 10) of the standard ammunition 
users would prefer hollow-point ammunition. 

The results should be interpreted in terms of the Columbus Police 

Department (CPO) operating rules, which are: 

Standard issue weapon is: 

.38 caliber service revolver (blue steel) 

Standard ammunition is: 

158 grain, ball ammunition 

Other weapons can be used, with the chief's permission, 
provided they can fire standard issue ammunition. 

Officers can use other than standard ammunition if they 
purchase it on their own.' 
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The preference is clear for the larger weapon and more 

"effective" ammunition. Some officers have demonstrated this 

preference by purchasing weapons and ammunition with personal funds. 

Only two of the twenty responders (10 percent) were satisfied with 

the standard weapon/ammunition combination. 

There were no specific questions on the questionnaire relating 

to maintenance or accuracy; however, a significant number of 

responses referred to these issues. Seven resDonders referred to 

maintenance problems with blue steel weapons, preferring stainless 

steel or chrome-plated weapons. Three responders referred to the 

lack of a1djustable sights on the standard issue weapon which affect 

the accuracy of that weapon. 

The responses carried a strong feeling of the need for a more 

effective weapon in threat situations. One response to question 7 

is indicative of the general feeling: 

Question 

"Do you feel that a difference in weapons carried by the 
patrolman has a significant psychological effect on that 
officer?" "Please explain." 

"Yes." "Most police officers feel that this pistol is their 
most important tool in life and death situations. Officers 
feel that the more knock down a~ility of the .357 Magnum 
is a psychological necessity." 

3.5 Hollow-Point Ammunition 

A variety of bullets are in use by law enforcement agencies. 

Some of the more common ones are: 

10 
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Jacketed fully incased point 

Semi-jacketed partially incased point - lead tip 
exposed 

Ball fully exposed lead tip 

Hollow-point fully exposed lead with a small hole in the 
tip 

The list is in increasing order of expandability (stopping 

power). The hollow-point bullet tends to expand upon entering a 

target causing ~reater local damage, creating a larger opening 

but not penetrating as deeply as a jacketed bUllet. The jacketed 

bullet, at the top of the list in penetrating capability, would tend 

to make a small opening and penetrate completely through the target. 

The hollow-point bullet has two advantages in addition to .its 

greater stopping power: 

it is less likely to ricochet and strike an undesired 
targe't, and 

it is less likely to penetrate the target and strike an unin
tended target. 

In close quarters, these can be important advantages. The 

issue on which objections to expanding ammunition are based is the 

greater body damage caused by these bullets. There is no question 

that expanding bullets have greater stopping power and that they 

do cause greater body damage. The questions that are raised are of the 

following type. 

Is this greater stopping power needed in defense of law 
enforcement officials? 

Are there more humane alternatives? 

Will the offender community respond with greater counterforce? 

Is the rise of lethal force justified in the exercise of 
normal police functions? 

11 
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It is beyond the scope of this work to answer these questions 

which involve value judgments. The foregoing only highlights the 

issues. 

3.6· l'Tature'of'Threat 

It is apparent that the law enforcement officers feel that 

there is a threat which they must defend themselves against. Some 

statistics from the Uniform Crime Reports for 1971 give an 

indication of the extent of this threat. Figure 1 shows the number 

of officers killed in each year from 1962 through 1971. There is 

a marked increase in killings in the past few years. The reported 

assault rates for police officers and the general public are as 

follows: 

ASSAULTS PER 100,000:': POPULATION 

Assaults against officers 

Assaults against officers 
(with injury) 

National assault rate 

18,700 

6,600 

177 

*For police, the population is the number of sworn officers: figures 
are for 1971. 

It can be argued that the assault rates for police and the 

general public are not comparable. The police are continually 

in contact with elements of the popUlation where the assault 

probability is higher. The general public population includes the 

young, the elderly, and other citizens who are not likely to be 

targets for assault. In addition, the reporting accuracy for the 

general public is not as high as for the police. However, the 

rate of injuries, due to assault,of 6.6 per 100 for police officers, 

is sufficient".y high to show that there is a significant threat. 
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The nature of the threat for all police assaults is shown as 

follows: 

o 

Firearms 

Knife or cutting instrument 

Other dangerous weapons 

Hands, fists, feet 

6.7 percent 

3.3 percent 

B.9 percent 

Bl.l percent 

This would indicate that a majority of the threats are not deadly 

in intent. 
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APPENDIX I 

EFFECTIVENESS OF .38 CALIBER WEAPONS 

(NILECJ/U. S. Army Requesting Letters) 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

There is a strong feeling in the rank and file of the police 

community that more powerful weapons are needed. This is supported 

by the reviews of weapons and ammunition being undertaken by police 

agencies and, Vlhere alloVled, the exercise of the option by 

police officers to procure larger weapons and hollow-point ammunition. 

The deficiency cited is the inability of the .38 caliber service 

revolver, using standard ball ammunition, to prevent an attacker at 

close quarters (less than 25 yards) from continuing that attack. 

HOllow-point bullets and/or more powerful weapons (.357 Magnum, for 

example) will provide more stopping power. This is achieved at the 

cost of greater body damage to the target. There is a reaction by 

a substantial part of the public against the use of more powerful 

weapons and ammunition. The rising rate of police officers killed 

in the line of duty and the high assault-with-injury rate against 

police tend to support ?olice feeling of need for greater defense. 

Quantitative evaluation of the effects of mOI'8 powerful weaponry 

in police-offender encounters would be a very difficult task due to 

the widely varying circumstances and the emotional stress under 

which these events occur • 

15 
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5. RECOMI1ENDATIONS 

The problem which emerges from this revieH of weapon effectiveness 

is the desire of the police officer for additional protection in 

the direct offender encounter situation. A natural response from the 

police community is the desire for additional firepower. Given the 

natUl'e of their task, this certainly should be given cons ideration. 

A substantive laboratory and application evaluation of weaponry, such 

as is being considered by the ESIP Program, is recommended. Such a 

program should also include evaluation of characteristics such as 

accuracy, reliability, and maintainability. The weapon, however, is 

only one facet of the problem of providing protection to a police 

officer in a physical attack situation. Other approaches should be 

considered in addressing this problem. Included are: 

Protective body armor; 

Tactical training in the handling of aggressive suspects; 

Training in when and how to shoot (If police only shoot 
under the most necassary circumstances with high 
effectiveness, the public is more likely to accept 
weaponry recommended by the police.); and 

Use of other incapacitating means - Mace, Batons, Judo, etc. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTME0IT OF JUSTICE 

LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

WASHI~GTO~. D,C, 20~30 

NATlO~AL r.-:snnm OF l .... \\~ E~I'ORCE~(E~T 
.A.'OD CRJ~!lSAL -jUSTICE 

Mr. William E. Holden 
The MITRE Corporation 
Westgate Research Park 
McLean, Virginia 22101 

November 28, 1972 

Re: Effectiveness of .38 Caliber \-Jeapons 

Dear Mr. Holden: 

Attached is a letter from the Land Warfare Laboratory 
concerning some information which they have developed about the 
effectiveness of the .38 caliber police weapon. 

Please query the appropriate field people to determine whether 
they may have any relevant infon,lation at th'is t'jr.'.e. /11so let then! 
know that we are interested in this topic on a continuing basis and 
that they should send us any additional information as they find it. 

Attachment 

cc: Kochanski 
Shubin 
Shollenberger 
[SIP File F-l 
Inst. 
RAD Chron 
trercns tone 

Sincerely, 

~4,~~s~~ 
Marc A. Nerenstone 
Program ~anager, Analysis 
Research Administration Division 



RDLN-RAO 

Director 

OEPAHTMENT OF THE ARMY 
U.S. ARMY LAND WARFARE LABORATORY 

ABERDEEN PFIOVING GROUND, MARYLAND 21005 

National Institute of La", JSnforceli'ent 
and Criminal Justice . 

Lcu'l Enforcement Assistance Ac1l:Li.nistration 
ATI'N: ~fr. ~larc Xerens tone 
633 Indiana Avenue, ~l~ 
Washington, IX: 20530 

~ar Sir: 

Reference is made to: 

14 Noverrber 1972 

a. LEAA/LWL Inter-Agenc..·y Agreer.cnt No. J-LEftA-IlV\-014-72. 

b. Meeting held at LEM on 10 Nov 72 attended by personnel from LEAA., 
Aerospace Corp, Illi tre Corp, anc1 USALh"L. . 

In the course of our analysis of the .38 cal police ,,:eapon as a, baseline 
for cOl1runrison of less-lethal \'ieapOns, ~he fo110iling obsenrations h<lve 
been made: 

a. The more frequently encountel'ed situations ill l'ihich the police 
revolver might. be, used require incapC!ci tation of tJ,e target to be cOf.1J:"llete 
and to occur WI thIn a fet-! seco:1cls at sllOrt Tanges. 

b. A brief su:r.:nary of data on hospitalized persons ,-:ho have been 
wounded by .38 cal revolvers revenls tlw.t quite a fm'l of these persons 
have been shot severnl tir.l:':s during tIl:.: incid:mt. This could indicate 
that tJ1e shootc:r did not belie\'e the t3rget to be incnpaci tnted to the 
proper degree In the required time period. 0:1 the other h,md this rna\' be 
an invalid conclusion c1rn\-;n froiTl the sr:Kl.ll 5;:'..:11)le investioat.cd. Additional 
work on....!hi~ qllesti~~_ coul~_ pr.oducc_ a quaw:tit~tive ans\.;ero to the question. 

.. . - -'"' 
C.' At least thre~ r;mjor 'police dcpn.rt~:-:;!nts , ... ith ',hich \'Ie have had 

personal contact. have on ti1eir O'.m initintive revie1\'cd the effectivenoss 
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La\V En[orceITcnt Assistance Adrrinistration 

of their police revob'or. These revie\-.'s have considered both ,,'e3pons 3!1d 
runrr •. mition. Of sirnific<L'1cc is the bct that they h~\'e hc.cl pressurc frc:n. 
thc individual police T:':cr.bers to increase the effecti \'eness of thei r 
, ... capons. 

d. As part or cur ;\'ork on To.s1< I under Reference In, SOi7:~ e), .. peri~~nts 
hm'c been run ltSi!1f"1 th:::! stC'.:-!\'~~lrd 158- ~rain, rou:1t1-nosc, . 33 c~l bullet. 
111e50 tests, 11lt:~o~gh vcr)' 1i;:~ited, :,hC'I~' th:lt th~ Dullet (at 750 fps) gen-

1
· , ~. . ... l' t-' t 'l' n In f",..t e .... .; .. eral y ['n'es cc:~;).!.cte l~\."'i:ctri.!· ... :Cil h·J:..1l lt~l.C' or no ~i::-_") 1.<;. ,u~, ,ul.. 

l..-ounos ~ere so s:::all thut so;-:;:! \,;ent lc)ciisco\"(~reci until j.n tr.C! necro:1sy rC,J::1. 
Accorciinr t.o our scenarios t.Lt1j other statistics, the r~ges of intercs t a1"3 
short; ti~ercfoTc, cc:-;::)letc pcnetr<:tic.J:l of n tnr[;ot ll~s no \·~lt~c nile:. Ji:ay in 
fact increase th::! haZEll'd to other ncnrby persor:s. Al though Y;:::1ctration of a 

. vi tal Or~~Jl such 3.S the liver or bd:~!:y is ir:l!·:·:::d J~u::o~in~~ (or futc.,1), i.1i ts 
on tl1nse 01'['"'11'- .. ··c1 0- 1,.,sS C"l'tJ'C'" .,",""'''' , .. ~v '1nt 'n'c ~t'''''C tl,'" d''''SlrcJ 111C3.-~ v It. ;.) \ ... , L -'..... .. ... -- ,-.-~~ ,.\,. •. L ..... ,- .... ....... • 

paci tntj 0:1 in ~tll ficicnt tir~e to a\'oid lcthoJ,' return fi re 0:1 the 0:::::' cer. 
Altho~lr'.h it \\'Ou].:1 nprear that n quic~( inctruc:it:,ticn ce~:10 ll-:? nchie\·.]c.l hy 
incrcosin~~ the force or decreasing tl:~' ti:-;:e of actie.:1 (inCl'C,:lsed. b~lll~t 

1 ",... ._, • '''] l' 1 r , ...... I,., 'n!:' ''''1 t :.\ ..... .,.". \· ..... 1"" '1' M' .,·,1 ve oelt»), 1t r,,~/ nC~l...:(~,) ,..: h"J,L: LI·~1., ..... lCl" 0 <',I,.,c,~ .... ,e - LC,l..: " •• t.. 

st::hili tv of t!l~ bullet \;!lich 1 ::1\', in tunl, s!~Qrten the O;lS~'t tli::·.::! of lnC[l-
. .' J',...., .. ..,..n- 1 .'",,; .r .: ~ "," ,.. .... "'. ,~\ ..... ~ ...... ; c~·~ .... ""1 ,... r-o-", ·1 ",.:!"\ p:lCltntlOll. ·,dSC(IO.l sed.C ".IQJ)~~S OJ.. Pl..;>t.,!. )111),;, O .. \.. l.:.:.,:l.. uS,.' '"" ... \..~-~-

thnt the prolwLi lit)' of hitti:l~; til(! t.:1ri~(;t cc·:.l1J i:e i:!cre:1s..:u. by lo·,·;C'rlr:z, 
the recoil shock. /\1thot.l;-;h ,d,l of this is S(lj;,C",:lnt spccu1:1"l·.i \'0, n lir.Li teu 
number of tests cc:ulu certl.linly elClrify r.1any of th-:.!~;e questic.,s to so::'!...! 
degree. 

1110 above observntions :lre' p::,,.son~l on<1 b~5CU on lhdteu (bt~ nn:llvs~ c:;, 

lIo',,'evor, as st~ted at th3 rC'l . .:'l"C'ncc·,; l::-~"cti:l~, a pr()::r~:i of 7:;;: \';c~\d ~:o a 
lon n '''1\' to'''','J <.1·-.t·""1""l'111'·,(': t·;1 ..... nl·\"~)·olo('l·C"'l C':l-r.·cts of ~1C! .3S c.:11 bullot l.l \ C I .., f..4 • .... · ... 1 I.. ' • .' • .......:.. '. .....' ( , .... 

and not l:uch has bCC'll dO:le .:1]e:1g these lines. '.:1ie basic cp.!·::stiC1n of C.·{lCC-

tivcness coulu <11so b~ invc·stir;nted in the fiel('; if the ;,:itre CClTlor:ltic:1. 
cs.tublishes SO:;:3 opcratic;1al te~l.S. 

All)' cJ1Llnges to the cO!1clusic:1s or<:',:n to dllte wi 11 be fon'i~ln1C'u to you either 
under separate cover or in our bir.\o:1thly pr()~1'e5S st<lttlS report. 

Sincerely, 

(~ « /' J ::z:= 
( ,.!-.A~l./ C/, /~ 

OO~~.I\LD O. 1:G: :-E!~ 
USALi'.l .. Project LC:lder 
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APPENDIX II 

SURVEY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORl'HA LAW ENFORCEl·IENT AGENCIES vlITH 
FIFTY OR MORE sworu~ PERSONNEL 

• Are you authorized to use ho,llow-point ammunition? 

. 'YES 

Alhambra Police Department X 

Anaheim Police Department X 

Arcadia Police Department X 

Azusa Police Department X 

Bakersfield Police Department 

Baldvrin Park Police Department X 

Beverly Hills Police Department X 

Brea Police Department X 

Buena Park Police De~artment X 

Burbank Police Department X 

Chula Vista Police Department X 

Compton Police Department X 

Costa Mesa Police Department X 

Covina Police Department X 

Culver City Police Department X 

Cypress Police Department X 

Downey Police Department X 

El Cajon Police Department X 

E1 Mente Police Department 
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'YES NO 

El Segundo Police Department X 

Escondido Police Department X 

Fullerton Police Department X 

Gardena Police Department X 
NO 

Garden Grove Police Department X 

Glendale Police Department X 

Hawthorne Police Department X 

Huntington Beach Police Department X 

X 
X 

Huntington Park Police Department 

Imperial County Sheriff's Department X 

Oc Inglewood Police Department X 

Kern County Sheriff's Department X 

Laguna Beach Police Department X 

La Habra Police Department X 

La Mesa Police Department X 

Long Beach Police Department X 

Los Angeles Police Department X 

Lynwood Police Department X 

Manhattan Beach Police Department X 

Monrovia Police Department X 

Montebello Police Department X 

Monterey Park Police Department X 

X National City Police Department i: 
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Newport Beach Police Department 

Oceansi6e Police Department 

Ontario Police Department 

Orange Police Department 

Orange County Sheriff's Department 

Palm Springs Police Department 

Pasadena Police Department 

Pomona Police Department 

Redlands Police Department 

Redondo Beach Police Department 

Riverside County Sheriff's Department 

Riverside Police Department 

San Bernardino County Sheriff's Department 

San Bernardino Police Department 

Sa~ Diego Police Department 

San Diego Sheriff's Department 

San Luis Obispo Sheriff's Department 

Santa Ana Police Department 

Santa Barbara Police Department 

Santa Barba~a Sheriff's Department 

Santa Monica Police Department 

Seal Beach Police Department 

South Gate Police Department 
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. 'YES 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

1 
.. ' 

NO . 'YES NO 

Torrance Police Department X 

X Sheriff's Department X 
Ventura County 

Police Department X 
Ventura 

X 
Vernon Police Department 

X 

X West Covina Police Department 
X 

Westminister Police Department X 

Whittier Police Department ., .. X -
TOTAL 52 20 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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APPENDIX II I 

SURVEY OF POLICE OFFICERS - COLUHBUS, GEORGIA 

This is a survey to determine why officers in this department use the 
type of revolver they use, and with what type of service revolver 
they would feel more confident. Please answer all of the following 
questions as carefully as possible •. If you do not have sufficient 
space to answer the question, please use an additional sheet of 
paper. 

1. What type of revolver do you presently carryon patrol? 

a. .38 caliber service revolver 
b. .38 caliber personally owned revolver 
c. .357 magnum revolver 
d. Other, please specify 

2. What type of ammunition do you presently use on patrol and why? 
If you use more than one type of ammunition answer this question 
for each type. 

3. What type of weapon would you like to see the department issue 
as a service revolver? 

a. .38 caliber revolver (presently issued) 
b. .357 magnum revolver 
c. Other, please specify 

4. Please state why you chose the weapoh you did in question #3. 

5. What type of ammunition would you like to see the denartment 
issue as service ammunition and why? 
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SURVEY (Continued) 

6. Placed in a situation which would require the incapacitation of 
a target to be complete and to occur within a few seconds at a 
short range, do you feel •••• 

a. that a .38 caliber pistol with standard ball ammunition would 
have the desired effect? 

b. that a .38 caliber piston with a different ammunition would 
have the desired effect? What type of ammunition? 

c. that a .357 magnum pistol with standal,d ammunition would 
have the desired effect? 

d. that a .357 magnum pistol with a different type of ammunition 
would have the desired effect? What type of ammunition? 

e. that another type of revolver would have the desired effect? 
What type of ammunition? 

7. Do you feel that a difference in weapons carried by the patrolman 
has a significant psychological effect on that officer? Please 
explain. 

8. Please expound on any aspects of service revolvers that you feel 
are pertinent and were not covered above. 
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